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Abstract:
Many rulers of different dynasties have contributed a lot in the field of art. Their artefacts can be seen in
these temples. Dance sculptures are guided by the lines of the body which are seen mostly in Shaivate and
Vaishnavite temples. Rarely do we come across to grasp the ornamented dance sculptures in Jina basadis
which are meant to be the place to identify about the Tirthankara and Jain philosophical traits. It is a very
interesting fact to know about the dance sculptures of Jina Basadis. Here is the exclusive study on The
Dance sculptures of Shantinatha Basadi, Jinanathapura.
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Introduction:
Dance is a medium of expression of the psychological state of human mind. The expression is
achieved through physical movements of the limbs of the body. This expression can be depicted
through the abhinaya aspect of dance includes the components of physical, verbal, ornamental
and emotional components. Natya depends on Abhinaya or enactment. It is therefore described
by Bharata as imitation and glorification. Anukarana is imitation. Dance and sculpture are two
arts which have developed together. Sculptures are one of the main base for the study of dance
prevailed in the past. Dance moves through time whereas sculpture captures a moment. The
dancer becomes part of the sculptural concept. Dance and sculpture are equally important,
independent and mutually responsive fragments of a larger whole. Along with the sculptures of
Deities which speaks many Mythological stories, we also come through the concept of Natya
Shastra in these sculptures. These dance sculptures are sculpted based on the concept of Karanas.
Karana is one main unit of Angikabhinaya, which in turn is one part of the four fold abhinaya or
technique of communication. It is a combination of Sthana, Nritta hastas and Charis.
The antiquity of Architecture of Karnataka can be traced to its southern Neolithic and early
Ironage. .Over the centuries, architectural monuments within the region displayed a diversity of
influences, often relaying much about the artistic trends of the rulers of twelve different dynasties
who had contributed in the field of art and culture.
Hoysala dynasty is one among them in which they have expressed the artefacts through their
sculptures. Madanikas are the most beautiful creation of that period. The Hoysala architecture
style is an offshoot of the Western Chalukya style, which was popular in the 10th and 11th centuries.
The artistry of the Hoysalas in stone has been compared to the finesse of an ivory worker or a
goldsmith. The abundance of Jewellery worn by the sculpted figures and the variety of hairstyles
and headdresses depicted give a fair idea of the lifestyles of the Hoysala times. (Architecture of
Karnataka, from Wikipedia, retrieved from
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architecture_of_Karnataka, accessed on 27th January, 2016).
In Hoysala art, the ornamental elaboration and a profusion of iconography with figure sculptures
are found in abundance. Their medium, the soft chlorite schist (soapstone) enabled them to carve
the intricate designs. Hoysala rulers have also built Jina basadis along with Hindu temples.
Karnataka was influenced by Jainism since around 3 B.C and was at the peak till Hoysala dynasty.
Till the King Vishnuvardhana of Hoysala dynasty, most of their kings were Jains. In these times,
Kings, Generals and other rich people had built many basadis where the Digambara sect of the
Jain religion became popular.

Basadi:
As we have temples in Hindu tradition, in Jainism they have basadis. These basadis throws light
on the art, culture, socio-political aspects of those days. The Jaina temples are called basadis after
the root word in Sanskrit ‘vasati’ meaning residence. This was the staying place of jaina shravanas.
Temples or basadis were the places of worship and were storehouses or Bhandaras of many
illuminated manuscripts executed in great perfection by artists. The basadis housed not only the
sanctum but also living quarters for the ascetic monks to practice their austerities. These basadis
are sometimes called chaityas, chaityalayas where the devout gathered for worship offered to
Tirthankaras. Usually Basadis were originally simple structures but the reigns of the Ganga and
the Hoysala dynasties, avid builders brought ornamentation in the form of carved pillars, ornate
doorways, gilded sculptures etc.
The structure of a basadi has many divisions. It has Garbhagriha where the idol of a Tirthankara
has been sanctum. The extended place attached to the garbhagriha is called as Antaraala.
Between Garbhagriha and Antaraala is the place of Navaranga. In some temples we find another
division called Mukhamantapa. The exterior walls are further divided into 3 divisions. The
upperpart of Garbhagriha is called as Shikhara. The structure on top of the door is called Gopura.
The outer space of basadi is called as Praakara. We find a big pillar in front of the Jinaalaya which
is called as Maanastambha. In some basadis instead of a pillar we find a circular structure called
Balipeeta .
In Basadis generally we get to know about the Tirthankara and Jain philosophical aspects. But
very rarely we come across to know the artistic sculptures and dance sculptures in Basadis.In this
regard,the Shantinatha Basadi at Jinanathapura is the only Jaina building that displays the ornate
style with large figures encircling much of the temples, a style found in the famous Hoysala
buildings built throughout southern Karnataka from the early twelfth century until the middle of
the fourteenth.
We will get to know about the dance sculptures of exterior wall from many writings. But no
documentation has been done about the interior dance sculptures. In this essay it has been dealt
with dance sculptures on exterior walls along with the interior sculptures of the basadi.

Jinanathapura:
Jinanatahpura is a very small village near Sravanabelagola, Hassan district. As this place was
formed near the temple of a Tirthankara, it was named as Jinanatahpura that is the place of
Jinanatha. Earlier it was supposed to be an Agrahaara or a chief township of Jaina community
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which was also the cultural centre which gained a lot of importance. But now it is very hard to
believe those facts because of the present environment.
Inscriptions found at Jinanathapura
As mentioned in the second volume of Epigraphia Carnatica there are totally 8 inscriptions are
found in Jinanathapura. Among these inscriptions we can find two at Shantinatha basadi, two at
Aregallu basadi, one at the shore of river and three at the outer farms.

Shantinatha Basadi:
We have an inscription under the Shantinatha idol which says that this basadi was constructed by
Vasudhaiva bandhava Recharasa approximately in 1200 A.D (Jain Heritage Centres retrieved from
http://www.jainheritagecentres.com/index.php/jainism-in-india/karnataka/741-jinanathapura
accessed on 27th January, 2016).
“swasti sree moolasangha desiyagana… kottaru” (Shettar, Shravanabelagola, Pg number
380)
This was built in 11th century A.D by Veera Ballala-II of Hoysala dynasty. This temple is decorated
with many dancing figures, sculptures holding different instruments, yaksha-yakshi figures and
also thirtankara sculptures. The well carved image of Shantinatha, the 16th Tirthankara is seated
on a lion pedestal. It is about 5.6” high. The garbagriha is guarded by two dwarapalakas. The
navaranga has elegantly executed pillars adorned with beaded work. The ceilings are also of good
workmanship of art. The niches of the navaranga are now empty. The temple is known for its star
shaped foundation (a typical feature of Hoysala temples), round bell- shaped pillars, elaborate
doorways ceilings, niches in the hall and the fine craftsmanship.The centres of the three walls of
the Vimana section have a Jina figure under a tower form, while other Jinas are on each side at the
outside corners of the navaranga adding sanctity to the corners..
In addition to this the temple is very impressive in terms of the 68 outer wall reliefs, dance
sculptures inside the garbhagriha and sukhanasi which have iconographic and artistic
importance. These include the reliefs of Tirthankaras, Yakshas, Yakshis, Goddesses, dancers,
musicians, Godess Saraswathi, Rathi and Manmatha, Manmatha, dancing drummers, dressing
girls, flutists, dancing cymbal players and many other. The central Vimana Jinas each are flanked
by dancers and musicians, instead of attendant deities. These images have drawn the attention of
many historians and students of art and architecture.
The attractively carved pillars, idols and the architectural skills used in the making of the temple
are no way less than the once found at the world famous temples of Belur and Halebidu.

Dance sculptures of Jina basadi
The Hoysala period gave us rich dance sculptures in Nuggehalli, Beluru, Halebidu and some other
places of Hassan district. These sculptures resembled the Kalyana Chalukya period. The jewels
adorned in the dance sculptures was marvellous. Each dancer stood dressed more with jewels
than with vastra. The men who are found playing percussion instruments in between the dancers,
are seen depicted with dance movements in different sthanas which show them as talented
dancers. The classification of the dancers xan be identified by the costume and jewels. The main
dancer was seen wearing more jewels than the accompanying dancers. Similarly the hair was seen
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studded with buns, jewels, and haras in different forms. Even in these sculptures it was visible
that the alankara was in accordance with the character. This is based on Desi style i.e. region.
Even the bells worn on the dancers’ anklets were found varied according to the characters. For
example, the desi dancer’s bells had more rows than those of the normal dancers especially in the
case of male dancers.
The artefacts of Jinanathapura basadi can be seen in the outer walls of the Basadi, Inner space of
sukhanasi and also the Bhuvaneswara of Garbhagriha. We come to see many dance sculptures
along with the musicians playing different instruments. Here is the description of those
sculptures.
The east facing wall of the temple is much unadorned without any decoration whereas we will
have aquintessence of creative and sculptural beauty at the south, north and west fronting walls.
In almost all sculptures only the facial part has been ruined. Thisbasadi is constructed on a star
shaped basement panel which is the identical structural splendour of Hoysala period. As this has
only single idol in the sanctum, this is called as an Ekakuta temple. We will find many madanika
sculptures along with the sculptures playing different instruments. They have string, wind,
percussion and brass instruments. But percussion instruments are perceived more in number
than others.
Along with the walls, the panels under the main sculpture had many dance figures. There are
many dance sculptures inside the garbhagriha, sukhanasi and in antaralaalso. The dancing
sculptures in front of the garbhagrihaconsists of Cymbal player, different kinds of drummers,
dancer, flutist, Perini dancer and so on. Inside the garbhagriha in the Bhuvaneswari we have
Jinanatha, different kinds of drummers, female and male dancers, Perini dancer, cymbal player
and many other sculptures.

Description of few dance sculptures
1. Dancer sculpture 1

(west facing wall,shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
This particular dance sculpture has depicting the Urdvajaanu chari. Right hand is in dola hasta
whereas left hand is in top of the head holding alapallava hasta of abhinaya darpana text. Curly
hairs have leaf designed head ornament. Aharya of this sculpture includes kadaga for hands, short
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and long chain for neck, large kadaga for legs and also an ornament resembles the upavita. It has
been told that that upavita is the identification of a dancer. It has a skanda maala for shoulders.
2. Dancer sculpture 2

(west facing wall,shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
This sculpture represents the vividly dancing dancer. It is in dvibhanga. The right hand is in dola
hasta. As the left hand has been ruined it is difficult to identify the hasta. This sculpture is fully
ornamented.The gingles has been seen in paadajaalaka along with the kadaga. Aharya includes
skanda maala,necklace, big chain for neck, armlets,waist belt. All these instruments has been
sculpted with minute detailing. The dress has also been decorated with subtle carving. The
upashilpas beside this sculpture are mridanga playing shilpas. These two shilpas are depicted as
both of them are playing by looking at the dancer.
3. Perini dancer sculpture

(West facing wall,shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
Perini is a desi traditional dance of Karnataka. In this tradition the dancer applies ash all over his
body and ties gingles up to knee length from the foot. Here the dancer himself sings and dances.
First time we will see this kind of sculptures in the time of Kalyana Chalukyas. Then they were
followed by Sevuna, Hoysala and Nolamba dynasties. In this sculpture we can see the dancer
dancing in full involvement holding a string instrument. In earlier days they were using the string
instruments namely dandige and shrutidandige as the sruti instruments. He was holding that
instrument in his right hand and rested it on his shoulders. Depiction of sculpture says that he is
dancing with five lined gingles and dancing in dvibhanga. It had a chain like ornament which
resembles the upavita. The same design has been given to the armlet. This is in adyartika chari
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(bhumichari) and swastika rechita karana. We have two mini sculptures beside this main
sculpture. To its right we have mridanga player and to its left we have cymbals player.
Nandagopal.Dr.Choodamani, Shile-kale,2007, pg no.141)
Perini Shivatandavam (Perini Śivatandavam) or Perini Thandavam is an ancient dance form from
Telangana which has been revived in recent times. It originated and prospered in Telangana
during the Kakatiya dynasty. It was developed at the time of Ganapathi deva, the king of Kakatiya
Empire. Rani Rudrama Devi, Pratapa Rudra Deva of Warangal, were worshippers of Lord Shiva
and patronised the warrior dance forms. The Perini Thandavam is a dance form usually
performed by males. This is a dance of warrior clans of 11th century AD. Warriors before leaving to
the battlefield enact this dance before the idol of Lord Śiva (Shiva). One can find evidence of this
dance in the sculptures near Garbha Gudi (Sanctum Sanctorum) of the Ramappa Temple at
Warangal.
Performance of Perini Sivatandavam Dance
Perini is a vigorous dance done to the resounding beats of drums. Dancers drive themselves to a
state of mental abstraction where they feel the power of Siva in their body. While dancing they
invoke Siva to come into him and dance through him. The Perini Thandavam is indeed believed
to be the most invigorating and intoxicating male dance form. This pure form of dance
incorporates Vira, Raudra rasas of Lord Shiva whose spirits are invoked by dancers. This dance
form mainly involves five elements including Water, Air, Wind, Earth and Fire and celebrating
the mystic "Om". One of the interesting parts about this form is the music that is used. The use of
Bells, Drums, Conch and Rhythmic Syllabus change the entire atmosphere helping the dancers to
reach a point of frenzy. Perini Sivatandavam is mainly the dance of warriors and derives its name
from "prerana", which means inspiration. The warriors performed this dance before the idol of
Lord Nataraja, as a mode of worship, before leaving for the battlefield with the motto of invoking
Shiva to dance through them. The dance begins with Gargara and ends with Shiva Panchamukha
Shabda Nartanam in praise of Lord Shiva. The dancers perform energetically to the rhythm of
drums. This continues till they feel the power of Shiva in their bodies. This dance can be said as
both of spiritual and artistic significance
4. Goundali dancer sculpture

(north facing wall,shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
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In reference to the Sangitaratnakara text of Sarangadeva we had two traditional dance forms in
Karnataka that are Perani and Goundali. Goundali was danced by women whereas Perani was
danced by men only. To know about this sculpture it is necessary to have the knowledge of
Goundali dance. It is a very graceful dance which has simple and graceful steps. In this dance a
dancer will dance to different rhythmic patterns by playing drum herself. That drum is called
Trivali. If she only drums the instrument and dances without any song it will be called as
Mukagoundali.(Nandagopal.Dr.Choodamani, Shile-kale, 2007,pg no.140) We can see lot of these
kind of dance sculptures in the period of Kalyana Chalukyas and Hoysalas. But we can see the
different positions of drum in different sculptures as it was played while dancing. We will get the
reference of this dance in one of the song written by D.V.Gundappa on madanikas. The lines
“dakkeya shiraketti” refers to this dance only. In this sculpture she is holding the drum in her left
hand and playing it with a stick called kona with her right hand. It is depicting the garuda
position.
5. Folkdancer sculpture

(North facing wall,shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
By the glance only we can easily make out the sculpture as the dancer. We can perceive the
movement by its posture. Here the dancer is holding a rope and dancing. The rope has been hold
by the dancer from the top and holding tightly in both of her hands. It can be accepted as Chati
nritya i.e the rope dance of folk tradition. She is accompanied with a mridangam and mardala
player. We can notify the adyardhika bhumi chari in t
6. Shukadharini madanika

(South facing wall, shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
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There are two shukha dharini madanika sculptures in this basadi. Both are different in their
appearance. Here the sculptor had sculpted the dancer’s attire resembles the present day skirt.
Here she is conversing with the parrot. Beside this sculpture it had two small sculptures which
have a decorated attire. It had a very simple earring designed as a ring. This sculpture have been
situated in the midst of a creeper kind of mantapa.
7. Sculpture holding the cymbals

(South facing wall,shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
In this sculpture we can observe that the dancer is dancing holding the cymbals. Cymbals are the
metallic instruments which comes under one of the 4 divisions of instruments. We have the bell
shaped cymbals which can be seen in Kalyana chalukya period. Hoysalas who have followed them
have also used the same kind of cymbals in their sculptures. As Hoysalas were known for their
decorative skills they have the cymbals decorated with ribbon kind of material that is kuchchu. As
we play nattuvangam by holding the left hand firmly and moving the right hand, same idea is
portrayed in the sculpture also. The stance of the dancer can be identified as mitoyuktajanubheda.
8. Drummer sculpture

(South facing wall,shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
We have a drummer sculpture in this basadi in which the drummer had bent his knees and
playing the instrument. Mridangam is one of the melodious percussion instrument. So from the
period of Kalyana Chalukyas they have depicted this instrument while representing the art of
music and dance. We have a reference that there was an instrument called Addavuja which
resembles present day mridangam in the period of Hoysalas. It can be played either by beating the
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sticks or with the help of hands only. So with this reference it can be notified as Addavuja
instrument. ( Nandagopal.Dr.Choodamani, Shile-kale, 2007, pg no.270). The speciality of this
relief is that it have a beard and moustache. The moustache is long and beard has been sculpted
in a particular shape. The hair lines in the headdress have been clearly notified. It had decorated
ornaments and have the triangular shaped dress
9. Icon of Mardala player

(West facing wall,shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
We have so many varieties in percussion instruments. Mardala is one among it. This instrument
was tied around the neck and has been played. The drummer use to insert his left hand fingers
through the string tied around the mardala. This makes him to change the sruti. The same
depiction has been sculpted in this sculpture where the drummer’s left hand is inside the string
and playing the drum with his right hand. As there is a movement, we get to know that he was
dancing while playing the drum. The sculpture have triangular cut dress and a big ring to his
ankles.
10. Venuvadaka sculpture (flute player)

(North facing wall,shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
We have several names for wind instruments called vamshi, kolalu, venu and so on. Those who
were playing this instrument were known as vamshivadakas. We have the same kind of sculpture
in other dynasties also whereas in Hoysala time it is quite different. We can see the flute player
dancing only in Hoysala sculptures. We can identify the nivrutakati in this sculpture. Here also
the triangular dress can be seen like in other sculptures. The size of the flute is big enough as
today’s Bansuri.
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11. Parivataka shilpa

(ceiling in the sukhanasi,shantinatha basadi, jinanathapura)
This sculpture can be seen in the bhuvaneshvari (ceiling) of sukanasi.Earlier in the dance
performance, there will be an entertainer called Parivataka. He would dance in an awkward way
to make people deviate from the regular performance and make them laugh. Here in this
sculpture we can see that he has worn the janivara (the long thread worn on the left shoulder
diagonally), five lined gingles, armlet as his ornaments. He has stood in samhatajaanubedha. He
has also twisted his right hand in the opposite direction by holding hamsasya hand gesture
(asamyuta hasta of abhinayadarpana).
Apart from the sculptures on the outer walls of basadi we also have so many dance sculptures on
the ceiling of garbagriha where the Shantinatha idol is sanctum.It includes dancer, drummer,
Perini dancer, dancer with cymbals, mridanga player sculptures.

The dance sculptures at Sukhanasi
We have many panels containing dancer and musician sculptures in the ceiling of sukhanasi.
Here are the details of some panels.
Pannel 1 consists of Khanjira player, flutist, taaladhari female figure, drummer, dancer,mardala
player, vaamshika, mridanga player.

Pannel 2 consists of mridanga player, flutist, taaladhari female figure,Perini dancer, mardala
player, khanjira player.
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Pannel 3 consists drummer, taaladhari female figure, flutist,dancer, mardala player.

Pannel 4 consists of flutist, taaladhari female figure, mridanga player, Perini dancer, mardala
player, khanjira player.

Other than these we have so many sculptures related to art at the eight panels surrounding in the
sukhanasi. It consists of Khanjira player, flutist, taaladhari female figure, drummer, dancer,
mardala player, vaamshika, .mridanga player, Perini dancer, both male and female dancing
sculptures.
We can also see many dance sculptures in the ceiling of garbhagudi where the idol of
Shantinatha has been sanctified. In the ceiling we can find a square panel where the idol of
Jinanatha is in the center and other dance sculptures around it.It consists of female dancer,
mardala player, perani dancer, drummer, female dancer, taaladhari female dancer and mridanga
player sculptures.

Conclusion
India is a nation of cultural heritage. There is a unity in diversity in our traditional morals. Each
state is unique by its own regional values. Art and culture has made the place distinct. We are
very blessed to be here. As per the records, Temples were the cultural centres of those days.These
sculptures are the monuments which articulates the endurance of art. It has sheltered the
artefacts. It is our duty to safeguard and preserve these educative memorials.
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Belur and Halebid temples are the striking examples of Hoysala period. But as a very rare
entity we got the treasure of art sculptures in the Basadi of a small village, Jinanathapura. It is a
remarkable construction of Hoysala period. We can identify the desi and margi tradition of
dances through these sculptures. There is an impact of Chari and karana elements of
Natyashastra. We acquire the knowledge about the costume, jewellery, hairstyles and the musical
instruments prevailed in that period. These sculptures throw light not only regarding the dance
aspect but also about the social life of those days. But unfortunately it is unbelievable to accept
the past because of the present day condition of the village. At present, the place is roofed with
illiterates mostly. The people are leading a low standard of living.
While writing this article, it acquired me to a different world of sculptures. I relished the
artefacts of Hoysala period. I get to apprehend the importance in blooming of art in the sculpture.
Through this sculptural study I acquire to perceive the place of Art and its value in those days.
When I was exploring this Basadi, I came to know many interesting facts.


Among all sculptures only the divine sculptures are having ‘U’ shaped ornaments.



There are margi and desi dance sculptures.



The dance sculptures of Margi system have a skirt like dress whereas Desi system dance
sculptures are having triangular cut dress.



Margi style dance sculptures are having the decorated and intricate carved jewellery
whereas the desi style dance sculptures are having the big sized ornaments which are
unadorned without decoration.



Generally the Khanjira and cymbals are played by female dancers.



We have percussion instruments more in number than wind instruments. There is a very
rare usage of string instruments.



We can see the male dancer sculpture tying four to five lines of gingles where female
dancer don’t have the gingles tied.



Among all the sculptures only dance sculptures have an ornament which resembles the
upavita.(sacred thread tied from left shoulder towards right waist).



The possible reason of more Perini dance sculptures might be the wars happenings in that
period.

This article has made me to understand the importance of sculpture to study the artefacts of
past. It is very special to find dance sculptures in Basadis.It have inspired me to research more
in this regard. I want to explore the dance sculptures in other jina basadis as well.
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